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Abstract

At present usage of IBM opened new opportunities for working out methods
of building and construction element deformation research. There appeared new
works with more exact solutions of problems which were considered unsolvable
for engineers because of their complexity. Problems of elastic flexible columns
computation on large displacements are related to them.

In mechanics of columns elastic flexible curvilinear columns take an especially
important place. Elastic flexible columns have wide application in different fields of
technique – in the field of mechanical engineering, robot constructing, device con-
structing and other branches of economy. And time devices using columns have
got spread not only as clocks but as sensors of stable signals in different auto-
matic devices of land and space technique. Determination of the current time value
and measuring time intervals are necessary at solution of mechanical objects control
problems in aviation, space research. The accuracy of time device reading largely de-
pends on the elastic element calculation accuracy taking into account real conditions
of its work. In this connection the problem of large displacements determination on
deformation is very actual when in the process of fine detail deformation its initial
configuration changes strongly at that the displacements on deformation become
considerable with the length of the construction itself [4].

General theory of slender elastic columns was worked out in the second half of the
XIX-th century in works of M.F.Okatov, D.K.Bobilyov, G.Kirchgof [1], A.Klebsha.
Its further development is connected with the names of A.Lyav, Ye.L.Nicolay,
V.L.Kirpichev, P.F.Popkovich, A.N.Krilov, P.M.Riz, A.I.Lourie, G.U.Janelidze,
V.G.Rekach, A.Ya.Driving, Wan Tsui-de [3], Abbasov U.M. and many other in-
vestigators. Monographs [2] by Ye.P.Popov should be especially noted where the
previous investigations are generalized and there is given a general method of cal-
culation of slender columns plane shape bend in the system of coordinates oriented
by force.

In the present paper there are given new differential relationships of the problem
allowing to get the integral of the original differential equation in the frames of the
theory of slender columns on large displacements.

The paper is dedicated to the calculation of slender elastic three-hinged round
arch loaded in the clue by concentrated force 2Fv (fig. 2a).

Let’s make equilibrium equation of element dS of the deformed column part free
of forces and moments (fig.1a). Having chosen the tangent and the normal to the


